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DUOTOPERFORM
APRIL
2 CONCERT
Highlighting its 1964-65 season,
the Chicago Guitar Society will present the European guitar duo of Ida
Presti and Alexandre Lagoya in recital next year. The concert, during
the couple's Hurok-sponsored
tour
of the United States, will be given
Friday, April 2 in the Little Theater
of McCormick Place.
Presti & Lagoya have received
world-wide acclaim since forming
the duo in 1955 following their marriage.
French-born
Ida Presti
studied guitar with her father, a
noted musician,
and was a child
prodigy at 10, appearing in concert
around the world.
Alexanrire Lagoya, son of a
Greek father and Italian mother,
has played the guitar since the age
of eight and made his debut at 13 in _
Alexandria.
He met Miss Presti
when he settled in Paris after the
war.

WEANNOUNCEAn expanded issue of CHICAGO
GUITAR will be published in early
December which will include advertising.
There will be no extra
charge for the issue. It is included
in the regular subscription price of
$2 for six issues.
Notices are
being sent to prospective advertisers
with this mailing. If you wish to advertise but did not receive a notice,
write the Chicago Guitar Society,
22 E. Van Buren st., Chicago, Ill.
60605, for particulars.

-

presti & lagoya
The couple's
1961 American
debut met with praise.
Wrote the
New York Times: "The precision
and unanimity of their playing was
quite astounding. They proved without question that the acclaim they
have received in Europe, Africa,
India and Australia has not been
bestowed without reason. "
Miles Kastendieck,
writing in
the Journal-American,
said, "Ida
Presti and Alexandre Lagoya have
a rapport and a consummate skill
that should delight audiences for
years to come. The concert was
more than entertainment:
it was a
musical evening with two expert
musicians completely at home in
their artistic medium. "
For a chronological list of events in
the society's season and others of
interest, the reader is referred to
the Events Calendar elsewhere in
this issue.

The Chicago Guitar Society will
hold a members' meeting at 3 p. m.
Sunday Oct. 4 in the Chicago Stage
Guild, 640 N. State st.

CHICAGO

Ferdinand Pirnat, Patrick Ferreri, and Irving Wilkins will give
recitals during the Chicago ·Guitar
Society's October thru May 1964-65
season.
The season will comprise
seven concerts and recitals including the April 2 appearance by Presti
& Lagoya in the Little Theater
of
McCormick Place.
The recital schedule is as follows:
December 6, Mr. Pirnat;
March 7, Mr. Ferreri, and May 2,
Mr. Wilkins.
The three recitals
and concerts to be given October 4
and February 7 will be held in the
Chicago Stage Guild, 640 N. State
st. All programs in the stage guild
will be held Sundays and will start
at 4 p. m., preceded by refreshments at 3:30 o'clock.
A $1 donation will be requested of nonmembers.
In addition, the society will give
a concert in the Chicago Public Library, Michigan avenue and Randolph street, Saturday, November 7.
The concert is free to the public.

IN THISISSUE
•• •
You will find featured inside a
review by Richard Pick of Suite
Venezolana by Antonio Lauro~..... a timely review by Patrick
Ferreri of the record Spanish Music for Guitar by Narciso Yepi'.lswho
makes his American debut in an
October recital in New York .....
. .... details of the 1965 Concours
International de Guitare .•.•......
news of other guitar societies ...•.
. .... and another adventure
with
Mr. Meda.
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Perspectives
Photo R, T. F.

robert j. vidal
Looking for a way to increase
interest in the classic guitar?
You
maywish then to interest your local
television station in a 40 minute
film, available free, of the public
auditions for the 1964 International
Guitar Competition (Concours International _de Guitare).
Robert J.
Vidal, producer of the competition,
informs that the film made by French
television features the first prize
winner, two second prize winners,
and the honorable mention.
For
further details write to Mr. Vidal
at Radiodiffusion-Television
Francaise, 116, Avenue du PresidentKennedy, Paris (16e), France.
Meanwhile, Mr. Vidal has announced details of the 1965 International Guitar Competition which will
be held during the 1964-65 season.
Organized by Radiodiffusion-Television Francaise,
the competition
is being given for the 7th consecutive year. It will consist of a performers' competition and a composers'
competition.
The latter
will include works for solo guitar
and for guitar and one instrument.
Prizes range from cash awards to
scholarships.
The performers'
competition is
limited to those persons born after
Jan. 1, 1929. Selection tests, based
on the recording of four set pieces
and a free work, will take place between October 1964 and January
1965. Competitors may record the
material in their local broadcasting
studios.
Entry forms must be in
before Dec. 31, 1964. Finals will
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master class of his own Aug. 21Sept. 11 at the Valley Conservatory
of Music. The class was instigated
by Ron Purcell of the conservatory,
who assisted Ghiglia.
Also attending the Segovia master
class was Aldo Minella, 25, who was
one of two second prize winners in
the 1964 competition.
The Society
of the Classic
Guitar sponsored
Minella 's trip to the master class
thru the assistance of Segovia. Enroute to his native city of Milan,
Italy, Minella gave an Aug . 26 recital for the society in the Foreign
Policy Association auditorium, New
York.
News comes of the recently
formed Kankakee (Ill.) Guitar Society. In a letter to Richard Pick,
Rusty Ommen, the society's secretary, informs the organization was
started the first of this year by Roy
Stone and others. Membership numbers about 25, and meetings are
Continued on page 5

be held between May 1 and June 30,
1965, in Paris.
The composers'
competition is open to persons of
any age. Works must be submitted
no later than Jan. 15, 1965.
For instructions,
available in
various languages including English,
write
Radiodiffusion - Television
Francaise.
The Chicago Guitar Society has a limited number of English instructions which it will mail
upon request.
Among previous
winners
is
Oscar Ghiglia, the 1963 winner,
who has been touring the United
States and performing
before a
number of societies including the
Classic Guitar Society of Michigan,
Wichita Society of the Classic Guitar, and Friends of the Classical
Guitar (Los Angeles). Vela Montoya, president of the latter society,
informs that after assisting at Segovia's
University
of California
master class this summer in Berkeley, Ghiglia conducted a two week
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PROGRAM
I

Ferdinand

Pirnat

Richard

Cibel )
Minuet)················································

Pick
Loeillet

· ·····

Gavotte)
Air
) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .........

. .......

.........

.

Purcell

II
Jerome Claussen
Five Preludes ............................................

. Villa-Lobos

1. Andantino Expressivo
2. Andantino
3. Andante
4. Lento
5. Paco Animato
III

Greta Bresler

Winifred Martin

Irving Wilkins

Sonatine in A Minor for guitar trio ........................
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1. Allegro

2. Minuett
3. Rondo

Henrich Albert

MUSIC REVIEWS
By Richard Pick
Suite Venezolana by Antonio Lauro,
revised by Alirio Diaz, published
by Broekmans & Van Poppel, Amsterdam.

It is not very often in the current

deluge of guitar music that some
extraordinary
pieces can come to
one's attention. It's an old story of
feast or famine. For so many years
the re was relatively little choice in
what serious guitar literature
had
to offer.
Now the music racks are
filled to overflowing and the choices
are again difficult from another
aspect.
Certainly
composers
who are
contributing to the current library
of guitar music ought to be given
credit and encouragement.
However, when some new facet of the
instrument is revealed thru the skill
and imagination of a composer, this
kind of music adds dimension and
scope to the literature and should be
given some precedence in this column.
Such, in my estimation , is the
Suite Venezolana which adds a new
and sparkling perspective
to the
guitar.
It is an attractive package
of four compositions, each of which
stands well alone , tho the entire
suite is too attractive to break up.

The music is tastefully covered
with good paper and contains excellent clear print in the notation. The
publisher should be complimented
on this edition.
The music, according to the edition, is revised by Alirio Diaz. It
is always difficult to know what this
term implies when used in relation
to printed music.
Accordingly, to
revise would imply a "looking over
in order to improve or correct," but
we are not sure here what has been
improved or corrected . Whatever
this revising means here, the fingering is certainly one of the best,
most logical and musical pieces of
editing.
No fingering will please
everyone, but Mr. Diaz' fingering
(and we presume it is his) should
satisfy almost everyone.
It is difficult, especially in guitar music,
to be absolutely accurate in the fingering which, for the most part,
this edition has accomplished.
The composition
is certainly
modern in concept, but not in the
extreme.
The themes are strong
and the harmonic development seems
to have been pleasantly influenced
by American popular music.
I. The first movement of the
suite is a delightful Prelude, almost
entirely
arpeggiated
chords with
fragments of themes surfacing from
the waves of sounds.
The figures
and sequences are entirely guitaristic and somewhat reminiscent of the
Villa-Lobos preludes in their faithfullness to the instrument.

II. Danza Negra comprises
the
second movement and a more exciting piece would be difficult to
conceive.
The music is not without
difficulties at the outset; however
the rewards are worth the effort.
The rhythms have such impelling
force that the greatest difficulty, it
would seem, is in maintaining equilibrium and a certain amount of
restraint.
The music, however, is
sheer fun to play and listen to.

alirio diaz
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III. The third movement, Cancion, perhaps of all the movements,
has the strongest suggestion of an
American popular song of the more
sophisticated type.
Lauro has ingeniously used the guitar to advantage in weaving new tonalities thruout which are always a delightful
surprise to the ear. A very expressive piece, it shows to advantage the
lyrical qualities of the guitar.
IV. The final movement is a most
intriguing Waltz, which dance form
or rhythm seems to delight the composer.
This Waltz has much of the
impressionistic
qualities of Debussy
andRavelandsupplies
a most effective example of this type of composition.
This comparison is used to
orientate as to style and mood and
is not to imply imitation on the part
of the composer.
In summation,
here is a great
contribution to the literature of the
guitar ; an adventure into some new
and refreshing aspects of the instrument.
It is music both challenging and rewarding either for the
professional or nonprofessional
guitarist.
(Suite Venezolana will be performed by Patrick Ferreri,
among
other works in his March 7 recital.
-Ed.)

RECORD REVIEWS
By Patrick Ferreri
(The Spanish guitarist Narciso
Yepes will make his American debut
Oct. 30 in a New York Town Hall
recital. The following record review
should be of interest. -Ed.)

SPANISH MUSIC FOR GUITAR,
Narciso
Yepes, guitar.
London
CM9105. I should say that record
albums with titles indicating the
music is confined to one particular
period or place are apt to have an
adverse affect on me.
I get the
feeling I'm in for a torturous
45
minutes
of repetitiously
similar
It almost seems as if such
music.
records were intended for study and
reference only, rather than to provide a musical experience for the
listener.
In the case of this album, however, any such fears were quickly
dispelled.
The listening proved not
only enjoyable but stimulating.
The
selections cover a wide span of time
and therefore styles, and there is
the variety that a good guitar recital should exhibit. In the recital
format, the album begins with relaxing, harmonically simple pieces,
and builds up from there so that the
listener can easily maintain a high
interest thruout the recording.
The real high point of the album
is the extremely impressive
performance by Yepes.
Because the
selections range from the 16th to
the 20th centuries,
a variety of
musical and technical demands must
be ~et to perform these pieces.
Yepes meets these demands well.
And altho he has much technique in
reserve, he never gives the impression of being a mere mechanic.
Rather, he utilizes his abilities to
bring about a true musical experience.
In addition the album has excellent recording
quality, faithfully
reproducing a true guitar sound. In
short, this record would be a fine
addition to anyone's collection.
For the interest of the student
and listener, I have added the following material on the selections,
composers, and periods covered by
the record, which may be read in
conjunction with the excellent notes
on the back of the album by Burnett
James.

Two Pavanes by Luis Milan
(c. 1500-1561). The 16th century,
often referred to musically as the
Golden Age of Polyphony, was also
the golden period of Spanish music.
The country was a great leader in
the musical world at that time. It
is rather appropriate that this album
should begin with compositions by
Luis Milan since he was the foremost composer of Spanish vihuela
music in the 16th century.
Folia by Gaspar Sanz (c. 1670-?}.
This piece is in variation form,
using as a theme a folia (melody)
that was used by many composers in
the 17th century.
Two Minuets and a Rondo by
Fernando Sor (1778-1839). The indebtedness which is felt by every
classic
guitarist
toward Sor is
surely justified because of the large
and highly original repertoire
he
composed for the guitar. His works
constitute a great part of the more
profound pieces for the guitar.
Recuerdos
de la Alhambra by
Francisco Tarrega (1852-1909). This
is a famous tremelo study, and is
by now a standard in practically
every concertizer' s repertoire.
The
album is now at the point of 19th
century Romanticism when nationalistic characteristics
came to the
foreground in the music of every
country . And the piece is closer
to the popular conception of what
constitutes real Spanish music in
respect to style and mood. Alborada
(dawn song), also by Tarrega, is an
impressionistic
piece which is especially interesting in that the guitar
is made to imitate a music box.
Leyenda by Isa~c Albeniz (18601909}. Isaac Albeniz is regarded
as the founder of modern Spanish
music. Leyenda, well known in the
guitar repertoire,
is a transcription of Austeria No. 5 from his
Suite Espanola for piano. Almost
equally well known is his Malaguena,
Op. 71, No. 6, which is a dance of
the Fandango family.
Danza Espanola by Enrique Granados (1867-1916).
Granados,
a
close friend of Albeniz, is said to
have written music which fully contained the spirit of Spain. It is
characterized
by the extraverted
sense of rhythms prevalent in much
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Spanish ·music, but dealt with in extreme grace and elegance.
Homenaje; pour le tombeau de
Debussy by Manuel de Falla (18761946). This piece was written after
the death of Debussy in 1918. In it
de Falla departs momentarily from
his usual Spanish flavors and characteristics
of severe passion and
intense rhythms,
and adopts the
misty, French impressionistic
muIt is a
sical .language of Debussy.
rather peculiar blending of the two
diametrically
opposed approaches.
In it the Spanish flavor is still
present, altho in a subdued manner.
Fandanguillo by Joaquin Turina
(1882-1949).
Turina was strongly
influenced by his studies in Paris,
altho his style is prominently Andalusian.
There takes place in this
piece a highly ingenious interweaving of the Fandango rhythm into a
piece which is a highlight in the
guitar repertoire.
The composition
inspires
the performer
to make
much use of the different timbres
possible on the guitar, and is one
of the more orchestral pieces written for the instrument.
Two Levantines by Oscar Espla
(1886). Espla has developed
his own tonal system which is unique
and modern, yet, I believe, would
not offend the most conventional
ears. Tonally the pieces are pleasantly spicy. I personally find them
to be very interesting and deserving
of much attention.
Melodia by F. Moreno Torroba.
This is the third piece from a collection entitled Six Pieces Caracteristics.
Predominately a tremolo
study, it is unique in that, altho the
melody has the simplicity of the
usual Flamenco melody, the base
line is considerably more sophisticated, givingthe piece a greater dimension.
The general impression
is of a folk melody treated by a
creative master craftsman.
En los Trigales (In the Wheat
Fields) by Joaquin Rodrigo (1902). This piece shows a French
impressionistic
influence, due to
Rodrigo's studies in Paris under
Paul Dukas.
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Continued from page 2
held the first Sunday afternoon of
every month. "I think we will have
a lasting society here since everyone enjoys the afternoon and is reluctant to leave," said Ommen. To
contact the society write Ommen at
Box 385, Herscher, Ill.
Jerome Claussen, soloist on the
Chicago Guitar Society's October
program, is not only an accomp lished
guitarist,
but active in amateur
theatrical
circles.
Claussen and
his wife have four children and live
in Park Forest. Claassen is a space
salesman
for Chemical Week a
McGraw-Hill publication, and 'has
studied guitar with Rich ard Pick for
3-1 / 2 years.
Regina Martinez, society presid~nt, and Richard Pick gave a special program at a dinner party in
the Barrington
home of Mr. and
Mr~. Lee Winfield Alberts,
also
society members.
Soprano Helene
Alter,
another
society member,
gave a Sept. 23 recital in Nelson
Hall of the Chica go Conservatory.
She was accompanied
by pianist
Donald Miller.
Songs included selections by Rodrigo, Berlioz, Berg,
Barber, and Stravinsky.
We regretfully report the death
April 20 of society member Charles
"Bud" Hunter. He was a well known
teacher of the saxophone and clarinet, and was associate d with the
Chic ago School of Music for many
years.
Some 20 years ago he was
named an All American jazz saxophonist in an Esquire magazine poll.
In recent years, Mr. Hunter had
turned to the study of the classic
guitar and also taught the instrument.
He was a friend of the society and we regret his passing.

jerome

claussen

the

Sounding-Off

Board

..by Richard

Pick

the trial run
(Synopsis: Richard Pick's star
pupil--a man of impeccable appearance and manners, two thumbs, retractable fin ge rnails, and eyes that
glow in the dark---in June invited
his teacher for a trial spin in his
space boat. And we left Mr. Pick
unconscious in outer space. Apparently the poor fellow passed out.

*** *

-Ed.)
I must have blacked out for only
a moment or so because when I came
to, Mr. Meda was still busily working over the control panel.
Any
sensation of flight had all but Jisappeared and the li ghts on the control board now held a steady glow
which seemed to indicate a normal
flight pattern.
Mr. Meda finally turned his head
and asked, "Are you all right?"
"Well, I might be if I can ever
get out of this contraption, 11 I answered a little irritably. I was still
held immobile in the seat.
"There is a release control just
under your right thumb," instructed
Mr. Meda. "Press it and you'll be
released to come and see the Earth
on this view screen."
A soft glow
from the screen lit up Mr. Meda' s
face as he spoke.
I managed to work the release
button and the chair promptly returned to its original position with
the clamps sliding smoothly into
their slots.
I got up without too
much difficulty but I did walk very
carefully to a companion seat at the
control panel. What I saw in the
screen made me gasp!
"Now isn't that a spectacular
sight?" asked Mr. Meda enthusiastically.
"You see the sun light
spilling around the edges of that
blue green sphere, --- it's a truly
beautiful planet. 11
The screen looked something like
a large television screen with faint
glowing hairlines running horizontally and vertically through the glass.
The whole effect was that of a three
dimensional map of the Earth and it
took some moments before I realized
with a vague feeling of apprehension,
that I was seeing the real thing.
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Mr. Meda must have sensed my
conce _rn for he promptly began to
explarn the workings of the screen
"We'_re seeing the Earth as though
peermg through the opposite end of
a telescope. Now if we wish a closer look I just move this control and
---presto! there you have the North
American continent. Now you should
feel more at home if I center on the
Great Lakes area---then
Chicago
and finally the lake front from which
we took off.
Between each clear view on the
screen was a lapse of about thirty
seconds during which the picture
blurred for a time and then came
into focus as though photographed
through a powerful zoom lens.
I
suspected, however , that what actuall _yhappened was, the spacer was
movrng all the while with such great
speeds as to implement the viewing
device.
At any rate, when Mr. Meda established a view with which I was
more comfortable,
he asked, "Is
there any particular area you'd like
to see while we are on this trial
run?"
"Well, being at this altitude reminds me of a curious experience I
had while performing in Colorado.
There is an old but charming Opera
Hou_se in Aspen in which I played a
recital and I recall vividly the difficulty I had keeping my guitar in
tune. In fact, all the while I was
warming up backstage, I had the
sensation of playing a strange guitar, whose strings were lifeless and
flabby to the touch."
"That must have caused some
sinking sensations, " said Mr. Meda
sympathetically, all the while working the control panel. "I suspect an
instrument as sensitive as the guitar would be prone to react quite
readily to atmospheric conditions."
"It does indeed ; however
this
was my first experience in performing an entire program at such a high
altitude," I continued, "and it never
occurred to me to ascribe the difficulties I was encountering to the
Continued on page 6
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E--v--e:n..-cs
Following is a calendar
guitarist:

Cal.e:n.da:r
of events that will be of interest

to the classic

OCTOBER

4

Chicago Guitar Society at the Chicago Stage Guild, 4 p. m.

NOVEMBER

7

Chicago Guitar Society at the Chicago
12:15 p.m.

DECEMBER

6

Rec ital by Ferdinand Pirnat at Chicago Stage Guild, 4 p. m.

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH

10

Segovia at Orchestra

Public

Library,

Hall, 3:30 p. m.

7

Chicago Guitar Society at the Chicago Stage Guild, 4 p. m.

7

Recital by Patrick Ferreri at Chicago Stage Guild, 4 p. m.
Carlos Montoya at Orchestra Hall, 8:30 p. m.

19

APRIL

2

Presti & Lagoya at McCormick
8:15 p. m.

Place

Little

Theater,

MAY

2

Irving Wilkins recital at Chicago Stage Guild, 4 p. m.

*************************************
MEDA
Continued from page 5
chairlifts, lodges and mountains
rarified atmosphere. I kept increasing the tension of the strings until
they were a full half-step above socalled standard pitch."
"So, of course, all of your sel€ctions were sounding in new keys,"
said Mr. Meda.
"Indeed they were, " I replied,
"and this made them all sound a bit
strange to my ears at first, although
under the circumstances
I felt that
the mechanical and physical aspects
were more important to my successful performance."
"Now these are some of the factors underlying a performance
of
which an audience is seldom aware, "
interposed Mr. Meda, "and I suppose
that many expect the flawless perfection they usually hear on a recording, seldom taking into account
that a recording is usually done under ideal conditions and with many
possible
'takes,'
'retakes,'
and
'splices' going into making a single
item to the satisfaction of performer as well as the sound engineer."
"Exactly," I said, watching the
view screen with fascination, "and
one could, I suppose, make an analogy of comparing a photograph of a
landscape to a painting of the same
landscape.
The mechanical reproduction of a recording is more akin
to a photograph while an actual live
performance is more like the painting."
All the while we had been discussing this aspect of performance, the
ship had flown, what to Mr. Meda
must have been a snail's pace over
the city of Denver, out,over Loveland Pass and then I detected the
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of
the Aspen area.
The ski runs reminded me somewhat of having been
clipped out by some giant barber
clippers with paths cut through the
deep green firs.
"How peaceful and uncluttered
everything looks from up here, " I
remarked wistfully. "All the problems and turmoil people invent for
themselves seem so remote and
trivial from this perspective.
If
only it were possible to retain some
fragment of this feeling when the
"world gets too much with us."
"Well, now, all you have to do is
remember yourself." Mr. Meda said
this curious statement with an odd
emphasis on the last two words.
"And that's not easy to do," continued Mr. Meda. "You know, one
of the most marked characteristics
of the human being from my own observation is his intense and compulsive preoccupation with himself,
---for the most part---to the exclusion of awareness of anything else
in the universe.
He writes books
abouthimself, ---pays money to see
himself cavort around a stage, --builds
elaborate
communication
systems to watch himself on screens
for amusement.
But---what would
you have?---for out of all this have
come some remarkable results--new discoveries---wonderful
machines that allow men to do great
things."
"Or terrible things," I interjected
gloomily.
"Well, of course," went on Mr.
Meda, "but unless man has no more
brain than a lemming he will stop
short ·of self-destruction
because
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the basic instinct of life is still
self-preservation.
----And,
I am
certain, he prefers to stay alive
and to do so with as much comfort
and convenience as possible. "
After Mr. Meda finished, I sat
silently looking into the screen, yet
hardly aware of the remarkable adventure in which I was participating.
Mr. Meda interrupted my reverie,
"I suspect it's time we headed back.
Now that you are quite at ease in my
spaceboat,
perhaps we can take
more trial runs with more high talk
in high places."
The trip back was accomplished
in very little time and the saucer
landed in the same spot from which
we had departed. As I left the ramp,
the ship disappeared from view but
I could hear the faint hum and felt
the slight stir of air as she took off.
I started walking across the grass
when I stopped in sheer panic! My
guitar !---was still aboard the space
ship!!

***

In the June issue of Chicago Guitar we mentioned that Rex Hughes of
the Wichita Society of the Classic
Guitar had studied two summers at
Siena, Italy, with Segovia and Alirio
Diaz. The study should have been
attributed to society member Bob
Roberts.

**

Name misspelled? Changed your
address?
Please notify us so we
may correct our mailing list.

*
CHICAGO GUITAR is the official publication of the Chicago
Guitar Society, 22 E. Van Buren
st., Chicago 60605, a non-profit
organization devoted to the classic guitar.
Suzanne Avery is
editor. Regina Martinez is SOC\ety president;
Richard
Pick ,
board chairman.
Society memberships at $8 for 12 months cover an eight-issue subscription to
CHICAGO GUITAR and free . attendance at regular society programs.
Memberships are open
to anyone interested in the classic guitar.
Non-members pay a
$1 donation for attendance at
each of the society's regular programs, and may subscribe to
eight issues of CHICAGO GUITAR for $2.

